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A hilarious, high-stakes adventure involving crooked casino boats, floating fish, toxic beaches, and one kid determined to
get justice. This is Carl Hiaasen's Florida—where the creatures are wild and the people are wilder! You know it's going to
be a rough summer when you spend Father's Day visiting your dad in the local lockup. Noah's dad is sure that the owner
of the Coral Queen casino boat is flushing raw sewage into the harbor–which has made taking a dip at the local beach
like swimming in a toilet. He can't prove it though, and so he decides that sinking the boat will make an effective
statement. Right. The boat is pumped out and back in business within days and Noah's dad is stuck in the clink. Now
Noah is determined to succeed where his dad failed. He will prove that the Coral Queen is dumping illegally . . .
somehow. His allies may not add up to much–his sister Abbey, an unreformed childhood biter; Lice Peeking, a greedy sot
with poor hygiene; Shelly, a bartender and a woman scorned; and a mysterious pirate–but Noah's got a plan to flush this
crook out into the open. A plan that should sink the crooked little casino, once and for all.
Paul Fisher sees the world from behind glasses so thick he looks like a bug-eyed alien. But he’s not so blind that he
can’t see there are some very unusual things about his family’s new home in Tangerine County, Florida. Where else
does a sinkhole swallow the local school, fire burn underground for years, and lightning strike at the same time every
day? The chaos is compounded by constant harassment from his football–star brother, and adjusting to life in Tangerine
isn’t easy for Paul—until he joins the soccer team at his middle school. With the help of his new teammates, Paul begins
to discover what lies beneath the surface of his strange new hometown. And he also gains the courage to face up to
some secrets his family has been keeping from him for far too long. In Tangerine, it seems, anything is possible.
With multiple starred reviews, don't miss this humorous, poignant, and original contemporary story about bullying, broken
friendships, social media, and the failures of communication between kids. From John David Anderson, author of the
acclaimed Ms. Bixby’s Last Day. In middle school, words aren’t just words. They can be weapons. They can be gifts.
The right words can win you friends or make you enemies. They can come back to haunt you. Sometimes they can
change things forever. When cell phones are banned at Branton Middle School, Frost and his friends Deedee, Wolf, and
Bench come up with a new way to communicate: leaving sticky notes for each other all around the school. It catches on,
and soon all the kids in school are leaving notes—though for every kind and friendly one, there is a cutting and cruel one
as well. In the middle of this, a new girl named Rose arrives at school and sits at Frost’s lunch table. Rose is not like
anyone else at Branton Middle School, and it’s clear that the close circle of friends Frost has made for himself won’t
easily hold another. As the sticky-note war escalates, and the pressure to choose sides mounts, Frost soon realizes that
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after this year, nothing will ever be the same.
Explores the homogenization of American culture and the impact of the fast food industry on modern-day health,
economy, politics, popular culture, entertainment, and food production.
In her own singularly beautiful style, Newbery Medal winner Sharon Creech intricately weaves together two tales, one
funny, one bittersweet, to create a heartwarming, compelling, and utterly moving story of love, loss, and the complexity of
human emotion. Thirteen-year-old Salamanca Tree Hiddle, proud of her country roots and the "Indian-ness in her blood,"
travels from Ohio to Idaho with her eccentric grandparents. Along the way, she tells them of the story of Phoebe
Winterbottom, who received mysterious messages, who met a "potential lunatic," and whose mother disappeared. As Sal
entertains her grandparents with Phoebe's outrageous story, her own story begins to unfold—the story of a thirteen-yearold girl whose only wish is to be reunited with her missing mother.
Bestselling and Newbery Medal-winning author Louis Sachar knows how to make readers laugh. And there are laughs
galore in perennial favorite Sideways Stories from Wayside School, now available for the first time in ebook format!
Accidentally built sideways and standing thirty stories high (the builder said he was very sorry for the mistake), Wayside
School has some of the wackiest classes in town, especially on the thirtieth floor. That’s where you’ll meet Bebe, the
fastest draw in art class; John, who only reads upside down; Myron, the best class president, ever; and Sammy, the new
kid—he’s a real rat. More than nine million readers have laughed at the wacky stories of Wayside School. So what are
you waiting for? Come visit Wayside School!
A study guide to English grammar that contains explanations, simple examples, and ample exercises to practice and
learn with an answer key at the back of the book.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • NOW A MAJOR MOTION PICTURE • Look for special features inside. Join the
Random House Reader’s Circle for author chats and more. In boyhood, Louis Zamperini was an incorrigible delinquent.
As a teenager, he channeled his defiance into running, discovering a prodigious talent that had carried him to the Berlin
Olympics. But when World War II began, the athlete became an airman, embarking on a journey that led to a doomed
flight on a May afternoon in 1943. When his Army Air Forces bomber crashed into the Pacific Ocean, against all odds,
Zamperini survived, adrift on a foundering life raft. Ahead of Zamperini lay thousands of miles of open ocean, leaping
sharks, thirst and starvation, enemy aircraft, and, beyond, a trial even greater. Driven to the limits of endurance,
Zamperini would answer desperation with ingenuity; suffering with hope, resolve, and humor; brutality with rebellion. His
fate, whether triumph or tragedy, would be suspended on the fraying wire of his will. Appearing in paperback for the first
time—with twenty arresting new photos and an extensive Q&A with the author—Unbroken is an unforgettable testament to
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the resilience of the human mind, body, and spirit, brought vividly to life by Seabiscuit author Laura Hillenbrand. Hailed as
the top nonfiction book of the year by Time magazine • Winner of the Los Angeles Times Book Prize for biography and
the Indies Choice Adult Nonfiction Book of the Year award “Extraordinarily moving . . . a powerfully drawn survival
epic.”—The Wall Street Journal “[A] one-in-a-billion story . . . designed to wrench from self-respecting critics all the blurby
adjectives we normally try to avoid: It is amazing, unforgettable, gripping, harrowing, chilling, and inspiring.”—New York
“Staggering . . . mesmerizing . . . Hillenbrand’s writing is so ferociously cinematic, the events she describes so
incredible, you don’t dare take your eyes off the page.”—People “A meticulous, soaring and beautifully written account of
an extraordinary life.”—The Washington Post “Ambitious and powerful . . . a startling narrative and an inspirational
book.”—The New York Times Book Review “Magnificent . . . incredible . . . [Hillenbrand] has crafted another masterful
blend of sports, history and overcoming terrific odds; this is biography taken to the nth degree, a chronicle of a
remarkable life lived through extraordinary times.”—The Dallas Morning News “An astonishing testament to the
superhuman power of tenacity.”—Entertainment Weekly “A tale of triumph and redemption . . . astonishingly detailed.”—O:
The Oprah Magazine “[A] masterfully told true story . . . nothing less than a marvel.”—Washingtonian “[Hillenbrand tells
this] story with cool elegance but at a thrilling sprinter’s pace.”—Time “Hillenbrand [is] one of our best writers of narrative
history. You don’t have to be a sports fan or a war-history buff to devour this book—you just have to love great
storytelling.”—Rebecca Skloot, author of The Immortal Life of Henrietta Lacks
Cold Tangerines---now available in softcover---is a collection of stories and ideas about the life of celebration that God
gives you. This book offers a vision of life as a collection of bright and varied glimpses of hope and redemption and
celebration, in and among the heartbreak and boredom and broken glass.
"'La frontera'...I heard it for the first time back in the late 1940s when Papa and Mama told me and Roberto, my older
brother, that someday we would take a long trip north, cross la frontera, enter California, and leave our poverty behind."
So begins this honest and powerful account of a family's journey to the fields of California -- to a life of constant moving,
from strawberry fields to cotton fields, from tent cities to one-room shacks, from picking grapes to topping carrots and
thinning lettuce. Seen through the eyes of a boy who longs for an education and the right to call one palce home, this is a
story of survival, faith, and hope. It is a journey that will open readers' hearts and minds.
This book looks at different types of hot-air balloons.Text type: Information report
Struggling readers frequently lack basic reading skills and are not equipped with the prior knowledge and reading
strategies to thoroughly engage in the classroom literature experience. Give your students the background and support
they need to understand and enjoy literature. With these reading guides, your students will practice reading
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comprehension skills, sharpen their vocabulary, and learn to identify literary elements. The eBooks range in reading level
from 4 to 10. Reproducible. Contents Include: Teacher and student support materials, reproducible student activity
sheets, an end-of-book test, and an answer key. Each reading guide divides the novel into six manageable units.
Prepares all students for reading success through activating prior knowledge. Focuses reading with guiding "Questions to
Think About". Build vocabulary with pre-reading and during-reading activities.
“We finally have the definitive treatise on PyTorch! It covers the basics and abstractions in great detail. I hope this book
becomes your extended reference document.” —Soumith Chintala, co-creator of PyTorch Key Features Written by
PyTorch’s creator and key contributors Develop deep learning models in a familiar Pythonic way Use PyTorch to build
an image classifier for cancer detection Diagnose problems with your neural network and improve training with data
augmentation Purchase of the print book includes a free eBook in PDF, Kindle, and ePub formats from Manning
Publications. About The Book Every other day we hear about new ways to put deep learning to good use: improved
medical imaging, accurate credit card fraud detection, long range weather forecasting, and more. PyTorch puts these
superpowers in your hands. Instantly familiar to anyone who knows Python data tools like NumPy and Scikit-learn,
PyTorch simplifies deep learning without sacrificing advanced features. It’s great for building quick models, and it scales
smoothly from laptop to enterprise. Deep Learning with PyTorch teaches you to create deep learning and neural network
systems with PyTorch. This practical book gets you to work right away building a tumor image classifier from scratch.
After covering the basics, you’ll learn best practices for the entire deep learning pipeline, tackling advanced projects as
your PyTorch skills become more sophisticated. All code samples are easy to explore in downloadable Jupyter
notebooks. What You Will Learn Understanding deep learning data structures such as tensors and neural networks Best
practices for the PyTorch Tensor API, loading data in Python, and visualizing results Implementing modules and loss
functions Utilizing pretrained models from PyTorch Hub Methods for training networks with limited inputs Sifting through
unreliable results to diagnose and fix problems in your neural network Improve your results with augmented data, better
model architecture, and fine tuning This Book Is Written For For Python programmers with an interest in machine
learning. No experience with PyTorch or other deep learning frameworks is required. About The Authors Eli Stevens has
worked in Silicon Valley for the past 15 years as a software engineer, and the past 7 years as Chief Technical Officer of a
startup making medical device software. Luca Antiga is co-founder and CEO of an AI engineering company located in
Bergamo, Italy, and a regular contributor to PyTorch. Thomas Viehmann is a Machine Learning and PyTorch speciality
trainer and consultant based in Munich, Germany and a PyTorch core developer. Table of Contents PART 1 - CORE
PYTORCH 1 Introducing deep learning and the PyTorch Library 2 Pretrained networks 3 It starts with a tensor 4 RealPage 4/10
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world data representation using tensors 5 The mechanics of learning 6 Using a neural network to fit the data 7 Telling
birds from airplanes: Learning from images 8 Using convolutions to generalize PART 2 - LEARNING FROM IMAGES IN
THE REAL WORLD: EARLY DETECTION OF LUNG CANCER 9 Using PyTorch to fight cancer 10 Combining data
sources into a unified dataset 11 Training a classification model to detect suspected tumors 12 Improving training with
metrics and augmentation 13 Using segmentation to find suspected nodules 14 End-to-end nodule analysis, and where
to go next PART 3 - DEPLOYMENT 15 Deploying to production
If you liked Sold on a Monday and Beautiful Exiles, you'll love this novel about strong-willed trailblazing photographer,
Dorothea Lange, whose fame grew during World War II and the Great Depression. “Hooper excels at humanizing
giants....seamlessly weaving together the time, places and people in Lange’s life...For photo buffs and others familiar
with her vast body of work, reading the book will be like discovering the secret backstory of someone they thought they
knew.” —The Washington Post In 1918, a fearless twenty-two-year old arrives in bohemian San Francisco from the
Northeast, determined to make her own way as an independent woman. Renaming herself Dorothea Lange she is soon
the celebrated owner of the city’s most prestigious and stylish portrait studio and wife of the talented but volatile painter,
Maynard Dixon. By the early 1930s, as America’s economy collapses, her marriage founders and Dorothea must find
ways to support her two young sons single-handedly. Determined to expose the horrific conditions of the nation’s poor,
she takes to the road with her camera, creating images that inspire, reform, and define the era. And when the United
States enters World War II, Dorothea chooses to confront another injustice—the incarceration of thousands of innocent
Japanese Americans. At a time when women were supposed to keep the home fires burning, Dorothea Lange, creator of
the most iconic photographs of the 20th century, dares to be different. But her choices came at a steep price…
First published in 1956, Allen Ginsberg's Howl is a prophetic masterpiece—an epic raging against dehumanizing society
that overcame censorship trials and obscenity charges to become one of the most widely read poems of the century. This
annotated version of Ginsberg's classic is the poet's own re-creation of the revolutionary work's composition process—as
well as a treasure trove of anecdotes, an intimate look at the poet's writing techniques, and a veritable social history of
the 1950s.
When a storm separates Stumpy the squirrel from her newborn babies, her animal friends come to the rescue.
Practice Makes Perfect! Get the practice you need to succeed on the ACT! Preparing for the ACT can be particularly stressful.
McGraw-Hill: 10 ACT Practice Tests, Sixth Edition explains how the test is structured, what it measures, and how to budget your
time for each section. Written by renowned test prep experts, this book has been fully updated to match the latest test. The 10
intensive practice tests help you improve your scores from each test to the next. You'll learn how to sharpen your skills, boost your
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confidence, reduce your stress—and to do your very best on test day. Features Include: • 10 complete sample ACT exams, with full
explanations for every answer • Updated content matches the new test requirements • In-depth explanatory answers for every
question • Scoring worksheets to help you calculate your total score for every test • Free access to additional practice ACT tests
online
Twelve-year-old Paul, who lives in the shadow of his football hero brother Erik, fights for the right to play soccer despite his near
blindness and slowly begins to remember the incident that damaged his eyesight. An ALA Best Book for Young Adults. Jr Lib
Guild. Reissue.
Journalist Walls grew up with parents whose ideals and stubborn nonconformity were their curse and their salvation. Rex and
Rose Mary and their four children lived like nomads, moving among Southwest desert towns, camping in the mountains. Rex was
a charismatic, brilliant man who, when sober, captured his children's imagination, teaching them how to embrace life fearlessly.
Rose Mary painted and wrote and couldn't stand the responsibility of providing for her family. When the money ran out, the Walls
retreated to the dismal West Virginia mining town Rex had tried to escape. As the dysfunction escalated, the children had to fend
for themselves, supporting one another as they found the resources and will to leave home. Yet Walls describes her parents with
deep affection in this tale of unconditional love in a family that, despite its profound flaws, gave her the fiery determination to carve
out a successful life. -- From publisher description.
During World War II a community called Manzanar was hastily created in the high mountain desert country of California, east of
the Sierras. Its purpose was to house thousands of Japanese American internees. One of the first families to arrive was the
Wakatsukis, who were ordered to leave their fishing business in Long Beach and take with them only the belongings they could
carry. For Jeanne Wakatsuki, a seven-year-old child, Manzanar became a way of life in which she struggled and adapted,
observed and grew. For her father it was essentially the end of his life. At age thirty-seven, Jeanne Wakatsuki Houston recalls life
at Manzanar through the eyes of the child she was. She tells of her fear, confusion, and bewilderment as well as the dignity and
great resourcefulness of people in oppressive and demeaning circumstances. Written with her husband, Jeanne delivers a
powerful first-person account that reveals her search for the meaning of Manzanar. Farewell to Manzanar has become a staple of
curriculum in schools and on campuses across the country. Last year the San Francisco Chronicle named it one of the twentieth
century’s 100 best nonfiction books from west of the Rockies. First published in 1973, this new edition of the classic memoir of a
devastating Japanese American experience includes an inspiring afterword by the authors.
Joey talks about getting ready for his first day of school.
The Newbery Honor-winning author of Hope Was Here offers the story of sixth-grader Sugar and her mother, who lose their
beloved house and experience the harsh world of homelessness.
Despite the differences between people around the world, there are similarities that join humanity together, such as pain, joy, and
love. On board pages.
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Learning and remembering all of the parts of the body can be overwhelming, and the "Anatomy Coloring Workbook" is an
invaluable tool to aid future healthcare professionals with their studies.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • NEWBERY MEDAL WINNER • NATIONAL BOOK AWARD WINNER Dig deep in this awardwinning, modern classic that will remind readers that adventure is right around the corner--or just under your feet! Stanley Yelnats is under a
curse. A curse that began with his no-good-dirty-rotten-pig-stealing-great-great-grandfather and has since followed generations of Yelnatses.
Now Stanley has been unjustly sent to a boys’ detention center, Camp Green Lake, where the boys build character by spending all day,
every day digging holes exactly five feet wide and five feet deep. There is no lake at Camp Green Lake. But there are an awful lot of holes. It
doesn’t take long for Stanley to realize there’s more than character improvement going on at Camp Green Lake. The boys are digging holes
because the warden is looking for something. But what could be buried under a dried-up lake? Stanley tries to dig up the truth in this inventive
and darkly humorous tale of crime and punishment—and redemption. "A smart jigsaw puzzle of a novel." —New York Times *Includes a double
bonus: an excerpt from Small Steps, the follow-up to Holes, as well as an excerpt from the New York Times bestseller Fuzzy Mud.
From the German invasion of Poland in 1939 to the liberation of her concentration camp in 1945, the author chronicles an adolescence
shaped by the horrors of the Holocaust but strengthened by the force of her own will.
This brisk retelling of Le Morte D'Arthur highlights the narrative drive, humor, and poignancy of Sir Thomas Malory’s original while updating
his fifteenth-century English and selectively pruning over-elaborate passages that can try the patience of modern readers. The result is an
adaptation that readers can enjoy as a fresh approach to Malory's sprawling masterpiece. The book's most famous episodes--the sword in
the stone, the cataclysmic final battle--are all here, while lesser-known key episodes stand forth with new brightness and clarity. The text is
accompanied by an up-to-date bibliography, including websites and video resources, and a descriptive index keyed--like the retelling itself--to
the book and chapter divisions of William Caxton's first printed edition of 1485.
Class-tested and coherent, this textbook teaches classical and web information retrieval, including web search and the related areas of text
classification and text clustering from basic concepts. It gives an up-to-date treatment of all aspects of the design and implementation of
systems for gathering, indexing, and searching documents; methods for evaluating systems; and an introduction to the use of machine
learning methods on text collections. All the important ideas are explained using examples and figures, making it perfect for introductory
courses in information retrieval for advanced undergraduates and graduate students in computer science. Based on feedback from extensive
classroom experience, the book has been carefully structured in order to make teaching more natural and effective. Slides and additional
exercises (with solutions for lecturers) are also available through the book's supporting website to help course instructors prepare their
lectures.
One cold rainy day when my father was a little boy, he met an old alley cat on his street. The cat was very drippy and uncomfortable so my
father said, "Wouldn't you like to come home with me?" This surprised the cat—she had never before met anyone who cared about old alley
cats—but she said, "I'd be very much obliged if I could sit by a warm furnace, and perhaps have a saucer of milk."
The revised second edition of Basic Korean: A Grammar and Workbook is an accessible reference grammar and workbook in one volume.
The text can be used in conjunction with any primary textbook, both as a practice book to reinforce learning and as a reference guide to the
basics of Korean grammar. This book is comprised of 26 units covering key aspects of Korean grammar students would expect to encounter
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in their first year learning the language. Grammatical descriptions are followed by examples and exercises which allow students to reinforce
and consolidate their learning. This new edition has been updated and enhanced to include more varied exercises and contemporary
vocabulary and dialogues. Clearly presented and user-friendly, Basic Korean provides readers with the essential tools to express themselves
in a wide variety of situations, making it an ideal reference grammar and practice resource for both beginners and students with some
knowledge of the language.
Reproducible Reading Study Guides that give students the background and support they need to understand and enjoy literature. With these
reading guides, your students will practice reading comprehension skills, sharpen their vocabulary and learn to identify literary elements.
You Will Learn Python 3! Zed Shaw has perfected the world’s best system for learning Python 3. Follow it and you will succeed—just like the
millions of beginners Zed has taught to date! You bring the discipline, commitment, and persistence; the author supplies everything else. In
Learn Python 3 the Hard Way, you’ll learn Python by working through 52 brilliantly crafted exercises. Read them. Type their code precisely.
(No copying and pasting!) Fix your mistakes. Watch the programs run. As you do, you’ll learn how a computer works; what good programs
look like; and how to read, write, and think about code. Zed then teaches you even more in 5+ hours of video where he shows you how to
break, fix, and debug your code—live, as he’s doing the exercises. Install a complete Python environment Organize and write code Fix and
break code Basic mathematics Variables Strings and text Interact with users Work with files Looping and logic Data structures using lists and
dictionaries Program design Object-oriented programming Inheritance and composition Modules, classes, and objects Python packaging
Automated testing Basic game development Basic web development It’ll be hard at first. But soon, you’ll just get it—and that will feel great!
This course will reward you for every minute you put into it. Soon, you’ll know one of the world’s most powerful, popular programming
languages. You’ll be a Python programmer. This Book Is Perfect For Total beginners with zero programming experience Junior developers
who know one or two languages Returning professionals who haven’t written code in years Seasoned professionals looking for a fast,
simple, crash course in Python 3

Acclaimed author Karen Hesse's Newbery Medal-winning novel-in-verse explores the life of fourteen-year-old Billie Jo growing up
in the dust bowls of Oklahoma.
Does your child dream of winning a school spelling bee, or even competing in the Scripps National Spelling Bee in the
Washington, D.C., area? You've found the perfect place to start. Words of the Champions: Your Key to the Bee is the new official
study resource from the Scripps National Spelling Bee. Help prepare your child for a 2020 or 2021 classroom, grade-level, school,
regional, district or state spelling bee with this list of 4,000 spelling words. The School Spelling Bee Study List, featuring 450
words, is part of the total collection. All words in this guide may be found in our official dictionary, Merriam-Webster Unabridged
(http: //unabridged.merriam-webster.com/)
Mark has been in and out of hospital his whole life - and he's fed up. So when his cancer returns, he decides he's had enough.
Running away with his dog Beau, he sets out to climb a mountain - and it's only when he's left everything behind that Mark realises
he has everything to live for.
“Digital Gothic focuses fascinatingly on the pre-soporific roots of the group and their place in a cool electronic lineage which traces
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right up to Detroit techno.”—Mojo “A stimulating companion to the group’s music.”—The Wire Paul Stump picks his way through a
minefield of releases, assessing Tangerine Dream’s long career with a highly critical eye, and for the very first time places their
mammoth output within an ordered perspective.
"LOOT hits the jackpot." -- Rick Riordan, #1 NEW YORK TIMES bestselling author On a foggy night in Amsterdam, a man falls
from a rooftop to the wet pavement below. It's Archibald McQuinn, the notorious cat burglar, and he's dying. As sirens wail in the
distance, Archie manages to get out two last words to his young son, March: "Find jewels." But March learns that his father is not
talking about hidden loot. He's talking about Jules, the twin sister March never knew he had. No sooner than the two find each
other, they're picked up by the police and sent to the world's worst orphanage. It's not hard time, but it feels like it. March and Jules
have no intention of staying put. They know their father's business inside and out, and they're tired of being pushed around. Just
one good heist, and they'll live the life of riches and freedom that most kids only dream about. . . . . Hold on to your pearls,
because this summer, the world's youngest criminal masterminds are coming for you. Praise for Loot: "So many things I love about
this book: Cursed jewels, a dangerous prophecy, a crash course in the history of thievery, acrobatics and grift . . . This is LOOT
you can take to the bank. It's the perfect summer read for kids." -- Rick Riordan, #1 NEW YORK TIMES bestselling author of the
Percy Jackson series "LOOT is one of those books that you'll want to devour in one sitting. Full of twists and turns and thrills
aplenty, with the perfect mixture of humor throughout, this is a must-read. I really loved it." -- James Dashner, NEW YORK TIMES
bestselling author of THE MAZE RUNNER "LOOT is pure delight -- a super-smart, funny, and exciting ride that I hoped would last
forever. Full of wonderful characters and gratifying twists, this story is truly something special." -- Rebecca Stead, NEW YORK
TIMES bestselling author and Newbery Medalist for WHEN YOU REACH ME "A nonstop thrill ride of cons, schemes, and near
misses, with more twists than a pretzel factory. If middle grade heist counts as a genre, Jude Watson is the master." -- Gordon
Korman, NEW YORK TIMES bestselling author of SWINDLE "LOOT is proof that Jude Watson can do it all: an edge-of-your seat
mystery that manages to be thrilling, funny, nail-biting, and full of real characters readers will care about. I loved it." -- Peter
Lerangis, NEW YORK TIMES bestselling author of The Seven Wonders series "LOOT is one of my favorite reads in a very long
time! I could not put this book down!" -- Jennifer A. Nielsen, NEW YORK TIMES bestselling author of THE FALSE PRINCE "LOOT
breezes along in Jude Watson's trademark smart, snappy style, a sophisticated caper with a charming and unforgettable cast of
characters." -- Natalie Standiford, author of THE SECRET TREE “LOOT is fast, fun, and full of exciting twists -- like OCEANS 11
starring kids. Buried beneath the exciting heist adventure is a beautifully written story of love and resilience, but that just serves to
deepen the surprises and suspense that will keep kids flipping pages long after lights out.” -- Rachel Vail, author of UNFRIENDED
"Bursting with adventure, humor and heart, LOOT is an unputdownable treat. Just make sure to hide it somewhere genius when
you're done, so no one tries to steal it." -- Sarah Mlynowski, bestselling author of the Whatever After series "One deadly curse,
four runaway kids and seven magical moonstones all add up to a page-turner full of action and heart. This is OCEAN'S ELEVEN
for the middle grade reader." -- Kirby Larson, Newbery Honor author of HATTIE BIG SKY * "Akin to the best of roller-coaster rides.
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. . . Taut, engrossing, and unstoppable." -- KIRKUS REVIEWS, starred review * "Jewel theft has never been as fun as in 39 Clues
contributor Watson's action-packed novel featuring Mission: Impossible - style escapades. . . . The high level of suspense, ultrashort chapters, and fast pace will hook readers of all stripes.” -- PUBLISHERS WEEKLY, starred review "Sassy narration, smart
quips, pigeon drops, and slang worthy of an episode of DRAGNET make this fast-paced tale of topsy-turvy antics a joy from
beginning to end. Don't try these high jinks at home..." -- BOOKLIST "A richly entertaining romp." -- BULLETIN OF THE CENTER
FOR CHILDREN'S BOOKS
Tells the story of a high school history class experiment that frighteningly demonstrated the power of fascism.
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